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The class D(L?, If) of all Dijkstra schemes over (L!, I7) may be viewed as a Z-algebra, 
where the signature C is defined as follows: 
Z,, = {i), where i has constant value I,, 
C,=(WI:nEn,i=lori=2), 
Z,=(.JU{A”:xEZ7}, 
where I, is the trivial scheme, WY and W; are the while-do operations, A” is binary alter- 
nation, and . is composition. The strong behavior of a scheme F in D(f& I7) is defined to be 
the (possibly infinite) tree which is the “total unfolding” of F. Two schemes F and G are 
strongly equivalent if they have the same strong behavior. If D is the Z-algebra defined above, 
then strong equivalence is a congruence on D. Denote the resulting quotient by D/-. The 
result of this paper is that D/- is free in the class of all C-algebras which satisfy 
(9 I, . x=x.1,=x, 
(ii) x . (y . z) = (x . y) . z, 
as well as the following, for each n E n: 
(iii) A”(I,, x . W;(x)) = W:(x), 
(iv) A”(x . W;(x), I,) = W;(x), 
(v) A”(x . z, y . z) = A-(x, y) . z. 
Monadic flowchart schemes, or briefly, “schemes,” were developed by Elgot as a 
useful abstraction of the notion of “flowchart.” In particular, given fixed sets R and 
17 of operation symbols and predicate symbols, respectively, the class D(Q, n) of 
“Dijkstra schemes” over (Q, n) was defined as the smallest class of schemes F with 
one begin and one exit which contains the trivial scheme I,, an atomic scheme w for 
each o E 0, and which is closed under the operations of composition, binary alter- 
nation, and both while-do operations. The reader is referred to Elgot [3] and to 
Bloom and Tindell [2] for explanations of these terms. 
Let C be a ranked alphabet, Z = U n>O 2”. A (one-sorted) Z-algebra A consists of 
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(i) a nonempty set A, and (ii) for each D E Z,, n > 0, a function r~,,, : A” --t A. The 
class D(f2, I7) may be viewed as the underlying set of a Z-algebra D, where Z, = or 
for all n > 2, and where 
(1) C, consists of the nullary operation i with constant value I,, 
(2) Z,={WY: nEn}u{w;: XE II), where W;l is the unary operation 
taking a scheme G E D(0, IT) to the scheme 
and where W; takes G to 
c T/” F G \ 
(3) Z7, = { .) U {A”: a E IT), where . is composition and A” is the binary 
operation taking schemes F and G in D(Q, II) to the scheme 
Henceforth Z will denote the ranked set defined above, and D will denote the Z- 
algebra with underlying set D(f2, ZI). 
LEMMA 1 (Yoepp [6]). D is freely generated by (the atomic schemes labeled by) 
R in the class of all Z-algebras which satisfy the following two equations: 
(9 x * I, = I, ’ x = x, 
and 
(ii) x * (y - 2) = (x - y) ’ 2. 
The strong behavior IIF(( f o a scheme F in D(f2, ZZ) is the possibly infinite tree 
which is the “total unfolding” of F (see [3]); two schemes F and G are strongly 
equivalent, written F - G, if IIF(( = (I G(I. It is apparent that - is a congruence on D. 
The notion of “scheme homomorphism” is borrowed from graph theory: a scheme 
homomorphism is a digraph homomorphism which preserves begins, exits, and labels. 
Following Tindell [4], we say that a scheme F covers a scheme G if there exists a 
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surjective scheme homomorphismf: F-+ G; it is easy to see that F and G are strongly 
equivalent whenever one is covered by the other. 
The following result was proved by Bainbridge [ 11, and independently by Tindell 
[4, 51. 
LEMMA 2. For any scheme F in D(O,l7) there is a unique scheme M(F) in 
D(Q, D) such that 
(1) F covers M(F) and 
(2) any scheme G in D(fi, l7) strongly equivalent to F also covers M(F). 
In particular, F - G implies M(F) = M(G). 
Crucial to the proof of Lemma 2 is the following fact: 
(*) for any scheme FE D(s2, II), M(F) may be constructed from F by a finite 
number of applications of three reduction rules (see [5]): 
(1) if GfZ,, then A”(U. G, V. G)t-+-tA”(U, v). G, 
(2) AT,, G . W;(G)) F-P W;(G), 
(3) A”(G . WG), 1,) t--t K(G). 
The following theorem is a consequence of (*) and Lemmas 1 and 2. Let E be the 
class of all C-algebras which satisfy 
(i) x . I, = I, . x = x, 
(ii) x . (y . 2) = (x . y) . z, 
(iii) A”(U. G, V. G)=A”(U, V). G, 
(iv) A “(II, G . W;(G)) = WY(G), 
(v) A”(G e w;(G), 1,) = W;(G). 
THEOREM. Df- is freely generated by Q in E, i.e., for any algebra A in E and any 
function t: J2 -+ A, there is a unique homomorphism t*: D/- -+ A which extends t. 
Proof Let A E E have underlying set A, and let t: 0 + A be an arbitrary function. 
Define t*: D(C!, II) -+ A as follows: 
cot* = ot for all w E R; 
I, t* = I, ; 
(v(G)) t* = v(Gt*), i=l or i=2; 
(F s G)t* = Ft* . Gt*; 
(A”(F, G))t* = A”(Ft*, Gt*). 
By Lemma 1, t* is a homomorphism D/- + A if it is well defined on --congruence 
classes. By Lemma 2 it suffices to show, for any F E D(s2, I7), that Ft * = (M(F)) t * : 
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since this is an immediate consequence of (*) and the definition of E, t*: D/- -+ A is 
a homomorphism extending t. 
Now suppose s: D/-J + A is any other homomorphism extending t. Then we have 
S 
where t# is the unique homomorphism D -+ A which extends t, and where 
k: D -+ D/- maps F to its --congruence class. Since k is epi, k . t* = k e s implies 
t* = s. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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